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A TORSION-FREE MILNOR-MOORE THEOREM
JONATHAN A. SCOTT
Abstract. Let ΩX be the space of Moore loops on a finite, q-
connected, n-dimensional CW complex X , and let R ⊂ Q be
a subring containing 1/2. Let ρ(R) be the least non-invertible
prime in R. For a graded R-module M of finite type, let FM =
M/TorsionM . We show that the inclusion P ⊂ FH∗(ΩX ;R) of
the sub-Lie algebra of primitive elements induces an isomorphism
of Hopf algebras UP
∼
=
−→ FH∗(ΩX ;R), provided ρ(R) ≥ n/q. Fur-
thermore, the Hurewicz homomorphism induces an embedding of
F (pi∗(ΩX)⊗R) in P , with P/F (pi∗(ΩX)⊗R) torsion. As a corol-
lary, if X is elliptic, then FH∗(ΩX ;R) is a finitely generated R-
algebra.
1. Introduction
Let ΩX be the Moore loop space on a pointed, simply-connected
topological space X . A theorem of Milnor and Moore [14] states that
H∗(ΩX ;Q) is the universal enveloping algebra of its sub-Lie algebra
of primitive elements. Halperin [11] established the same result work-
ing over any subring R ⊂ Q containing 1/2, provided X is a finite
CW complex, H∗(ΩX ;R) is torsion-free, and the least non-invertible
prime in R is sufficiently large. For a graded R-module M of finite
type, set FM = M/TorsionM . Let CWnq be the full subcategory of
pointed topological spaces consisting of all finite, q-connected (q ≥ 1),
n-dimensional CW complexes. Suppose X ∈ CWnq , and let P be the
sub-Lie algebra of primitive elements of the Hopf algebra FH∗(ΩX ;R).
Denote by ρ(R) the least non-invertible prime in R. The aim of this
paper is to prove the following generalisation of Halperin’s result.
Theorem A. With the hypotheses and notation above, if ρ(R) ≥ n/q,
then the inclusion P ⊂ FH∗(ΩX ;R) extends to an isomorphism of
Hopf algebras UP
∼=
−→ FH∗(ΩX ;R).
Theorem A should not be surprising. Popescu [16] proved it for
two-cones X with dimX < ρ(R). The present author showed that if
X ∈ CWnq and p ≥ n/q, then FH∗(ΩX) ⊗ Fp
∼= UL for some graded
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Lie algebra L [17], and indeed the proof of Theorem A consists of a
careful p-local lift of this isomorphism.
Let X ∈ CWnq . Anick has constructed a differential Lie algebra
LX and a chain algebra quasi-isomorphism θX : ULX → C∗(ΩX ;R)
that commutes with the respective diagonals up to chain algebra ho-
motopy [2]. It follows that FH(θX) : FH(ULX)→ FH∗(ΩX ;R) is an
isomorphism of Hopf algebras. Theorem A then follows immediately
from the following algebraic result, to be proved in Section 3.
Theorem B. Let L be a connected, R-free differential Lie algebra of
finite type. The inclusion P ⊂ FH(UL) of the sub-Lie algebra of prim-
itive elements of the Hopf algebra FH(UL) extends to an isomorphism
UP ∼= FH(UL) of Hopf algebras.
Our tool for spotting universal enveloping algebras is a differential,
torsion-free Andre´-Sjo¨din theorem. In our context, a differential Γ-
Hopf algebra is a differential Hopf algebra which, as an algebra, is an
algebra with divided powers.
Theorem C (c.f. [1, 18]). Let (A, d) be a R-free, commutative differ-
ential Hopf algebra of finite type. Then (A, d)♯ ∼= U(L, ∂) for some
differential Lie algebra (L, ∂) if and only if (A, d) is a differential Γ-
Hopf algebra.
The proof of Theorem C is deferred to Section 5, but we will take
the result as fact throughout the rest of the paper.
Let ϕ : π∗(ΩX)→ H∗(ΩX) be the Hurewicz homomorphism. A the-
orem of Cartan and Serre (see [9]) asserts that ϕ⊗Q is an isomorphism
onto the subspace of primitives. Along with the Milnor-Moore theo-
rem, this gives the stunning result that U(π∗(ΩX)⊗Q) ∼= H∗(ΩX ;Q).
The analogous torsion-free result over R ⊂ Q does not hold, in general;
see Example 6. Instead we have the following theorem.
Theorem D. With the same hypotheses as in Theorem A, the induced
morphism Fϕ : Fπ∗(ΩX)⊗ R → FH∗(ΩX ;R) maps injectively into
P , and P/ imFϕ is torsion.
A finite, simply-connected complex X is called elliptic if π∗(X)⊗Q
is a finite-dimensional vector space:
∑∞
m=1 dim πm(X)⊗Q <∞. If X
is elliptic, then for sufficiently large primes p, H∗(ΩX(p)) is torsion-free
and finitely generated as an algebra [13]. Unfortunately, the notion
of “sufficiently large” has not been made precise. As a corollary to
Theorems A and D, we obtain the following result along the same
lines.
Corollary 1. If X ∈ CWnq is elliptic, then FH∗(ΩX ;R) is finitely
generated as an algebra, provided ρ(R) ≥ n/q.
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Proof. For m ≥ 1, dim(πm(ΩX) ⊗Q) = rank(Fπm(ΩX)⊗R). As X
is rationally elliptic, the total rank of Fπ∗(ΩX)⊗R is finite. By The-
orem D, the rank of P ⊂ FH∗(ΩX ;R) is also finite, and P generates
FH∗(ΩX ;R) by Theorem A.
The torsion module P/ imFϕ is an obstruction to the existence of a
homotopy product decomposition of ΩX , localised at p, into the prod-
uct of certain ‘atomic’ spaces. Let C be the collection of pointed spaces
{S2m−1,ΩS2m+1}m≥1∪{U
1}∪{T 2m+1{pr}}m≥2,r≥1∪{S
2m+1{pr}}m≥1,r≥1.
Here S2m+1{pr} is the homotopy-theoretic fibre of the degree pr self-
map on S2m+1, and the spaces U1, T 2m+1{pr} are defined in [8]. Denote
by
∏
C the collection of spaces having the weak homotopy type of a
finite-type product of spaces in C.
Theorem 2. IfX ∈ CWnq , p ≥ n/q, and ΩX(p) ∈
∏
C, then P/ imFϕ
vanishes.
Proof. Let ϕ(r) : Erπ(ΩX) → E
r(ΩX) be the morphism of Bockstein
spectral sequences induced by the Hurewicz morphism [15]. By [3,
Theorem 9], if ΩX(p) ∈
∏
C, then E∞(ΩX) is generated as an algebra
by imϕ(∞). But E∞(ΩX) ∼= FH∗(ΩX)⊗Fp ∼= U(P ⊗Fp), so P ⊗Fp ⊂
ϕ(∞). We may identify ϕ(∞) = Fϕ⊗ Fp, so p(P/ imFϕ) = P/ imFϕ.
The result follows by Nakayama’s Lemma.
The author would like to thank Steve Halperin for suggesting the
problem, and Ran Levi for many helpful discussions. Don Stanley spot-
ted a small but critical error in an early draft of the paper, and Peter
Bubenik’s careful proof-reading helped to make many of the arguments
presented here much clearer.
2. Review
2.1. Notation and Conventions. The ground ring R will always be
a principal ideal domain containing 1/2. Algebraic objects are graded
by the integers and are of finite type. Algebras are augmented to
the ground ring; the augmentation ideal is denoted I(−). Topological
spaces are pointed and simply-connected.
The dual of a module M is denoted by M ♯. Evaluation of f ∈M ♯ at
x ∈M is denoted 〈f, x〉. Set TorsionM = {x ∈M |rx = 0 for some r ∈
R}. The free part of M is the quotient module FM = M/TorsionM .
If ϕ : M → N is a linear map, then ϕ(TorsionM) ⊂ TorsionN , so ϕ
factors to define a linear map Fϕ : FM → FN . Let A be a differential
Hopf algebra and let κ : H(A)⊗ H(A) → H(A ⊗ A) be the Ku¨nneth
homomorphism. Then Fκ is an isomorphism, and so FH(A) is a Hopf
algebra.
A Lie algebra [7, Section 2] is a non-negatively graded module L =
L≥0 along with a linear morphism [ , ] : L ⊗ L → L called the Lie
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bracket, that satisfies graded anti-symmetry, the graded Jacobi iden-
tity, and [x, [x, x]] = 0 if deg x is odd. Since TorsionL is a Lie ideal,
FL is a Lie algebra. In fact, if R = Z(3), and L is a torsion-free mod-
ule with a bilinear bracket satisfying anti-symmetry and the Jacobi
identity, then the last condition is automatically satisfied and so L is
a Lie algebra. In particular if X is a space, then Fπ∗(ΩX)⊗ Z(3) is
a Lie algebra even though π∗(ΩX) ⊗ Z(3) may not be (the canonical
example is π∗(ΩS
2n) [12]). If A is an algebra, then the commutator
bracket [a, a′] = aa′ − (−1)deg adeg a
′
a′a makes A into a Lie algebra. A
Lie algebra is called connected if it is concentrated in strictly positive
degrees. A differential Lie algebra is a chain complex (L, ∂), where L
is a Lie algebra and the differential ∂ satisfies the Leibniz condition
∂[x, y] = [∂x, y] + (−1)deg x[x, ∂y]. The homology of a differential Lie
algebra is a Lie algebra. The universal enveloping algebra of a Lie alge-
bra L is an associative algebra UL along with a Lie algebra morphism
ι : L→ UL such that, if A is an algebra and f : L→ A is a Lie algebra
morphism, then there exists a unique algebra morphism F : UL → A
such that F ◦ ι = f . It follows that the universal enveloping algebra of
a Lie algebra is unique up to canonical algebra isomorphism. The Lie
algebra morphism L→ UL⊗UL defined by x 7→ x⊗1+1⊗x extends
to define a diagonal ∆ : UL → UL ⊗ UL that provides UL with a
natural cocommutative Hopf algebra structure. If L is a differential
Lie algebra, then the differential extends to a derivation on UL making
it a differential Hopf algebra.
A Γ-algebra is a connected, non-negatively graded commutative al-
gebra A = A≥0, along with a system of divided powers γk : A2n → A2nk
for k ≥ 0, n ≥ 1, that satisfy a list of axioms [1]. We will need explicitly
the following axiom:
γj(a)γk(a) =
(
j + k
j
)
γj+k(a); a ∈ A2n, j, k, n ≥ 1.
By induction it follows that ak = k!γk(a) for a ∈ A2n and k, n ≥
1. Henceforth we assume that all Γ-algebras are augmented. A Γ-
morphism is an algebra morphism ϕ : A → B, where A and B are
Γ-algebras and ϕ(γk(a)) = γk(ϕ(a)) for all a ∈ IAeven and k ≥ 0. A
Γ-derivation θ on a Γ-algebra A is an algebra derivation that satisfies
the additional condition θγk(a) = θ(a)γk−1(a) for a ∈ IAeven. A dif-
ferential Γ-algebra is a cochain algebra (A, d), where A is a Γ-algebra
and d is a Γ-derivation. A Γ-Hopf algebra is simultaneously a Γ-algebra
and a Hopf algebra, such that the diagonal map is a Γ-morphism. A
differential Γ-Hopf algebra is a differential Hopf algebra (A, d) where
A is a Γ-Hopf algebra and d is a Γ-derivation.
2.2. The Bockstein spectral sequence. We review the relevant de-
tails of the Bockstein spectral sequence associated to the short exact
coefficient sequence 0 → Z(p)
×p
−→ Z(p) → Fp → 0. The standard
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reference is Browder [6]; for the particulars of the Bockstein spectral
sequence of the universal enveloping algebra of a differential Lie alge-
bra, see [17].
For a Z(p)-free chain complex C, the Bockstein spectral sequence is
a spectral sequence of chain complexes over Fp. If H(C) is finite type,
then the spectral sequence converges, H(C;Fp)⇒ FH(C)⊗ Fp.
Let (L, ∂) be a connected, Z(p)-free differential Lie algebra. Then by
Theorem C, (UL)♯ is a differential Γ-Hopf algebra. For brevity, set G =
(UL)♯, and let {(Er, βr)} be the Bockstein spectral sequence modulo p
for G. For r ≥ 1, let ρr : H(G)→ Er be the usual morphism [6, Section
1]. Each ρr is an algebra morphism. For each r ≥ 1 there is an injective
differential Γ-morphism mr+1 : (Er+1, 0)
≃
−→ (Er, βr) that induces an
isomorphism in homology, and is used to identify Er+1 ∼= H(Er) as a
Γ-Hopf algebra. It follows that for ζ ∈ H(G),
mr+1 ◦ ρr+1(ζ) = ρr(ζ) + βr(yr)(1)
for some yr ∈ Er. For 1 ≤ r ≤ s, define injective Γ-morphisms σrs :
Es → Er by σrr = 1r : Er → Er for r ≥ 1 and σrs = ms ◦ · · · ◦mr+1
for 1 ≤ r < s. The sequence {Er} then forms an inverse system,
and E∞ = lim←−Er. Using this characterisation, one can show that
E∞ is a Γ-Hopf algebra; in particular, by [18], E∞ ∼= Γ(V∞) as a Γ-
algebra. The map σ∞ = lim←−σ1r is an injective Γ-morphism. Finally,
ρ∞ = lim←− ρr : H(G) → E∞ is a surjective algebra morphism, and
ker ρ = Torsion(H(G)) + pH(G).
3. Homology of UL modulo torsion
In this section we prove the main algebraic result of the paper, The-
orem B from the introduction, and discuss some properties of the mor-
phism FH(L)→ FH(UL) induced by the canonical inclusion L→ UL.
Since UL is a differential Hopf algebra, FH(UL) is a Hopf algebra.
Proof of Theorem B. Let P ⊂ FH(UL) be the submodule of prim-
itive elements. The inclusion extends to a Hopf algebra morphism
β : UP → FH(UL). Recall that β is an isomorphism if and only if
βp : (UP )p → FH(UL)p is an isomorphism for all prime ideals p in
R [4]. Furthermore, each prime ideal p in R is of the form pR for some
prime p ≥ ρ(R), and Rp ∼= Z(p). Therefore, without loss of generality,
we may assume that L is a differential Lie algebra over Z(p), p ≥ ρ(R).
To begin, we construct a subalgebra A ofH [(UL)♯] such that A⊗Fp ∼=
E∞. Recall (Section 2.2) that E∞ ∼= Γ(V∞). Let {vi} be a basis of V∞.
Since ρ∞ is surjective, each vi = ρ∞(ζi) for some ζi ∈ H(G). Let
n = deg vi. There exists N > 0 such that βr(E
≤n
r ) = 0 whenever
r ≥ N . It follows from (1) that σ∞(vi) = ρ1(ζi +
∑N
r=1 ξr) where
ξr ∈ H(G) has order p
r. Let zi ∈ G be a cycle whose homology class is
ζi+
∑N
r=1 ξr. Let V be the free Z(p)-module on the basis {vi}. Define a
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linear map σ : V → G by σ(vi) = zi. Then σ extends to a differential
Γ-morphism A = (Γ(V ), 0)
σ
−→ G, and σ ⊗ Fp = σ∞. Since σ∞ is
injective and Γ(V ), G are Z(p)-free as modules, σ is injective.
Let π : A → E∞ be reduction mod p. Passing to homology, it is a
routine exercise to verify that ρ1◦σ∗ = σ∞◦π and ρ∞◦σ∗ = π. Suppose
σ∗(a) = 0 for some a ∈ A. Then π(a) = ρ∞ ◦ σ∗(a) = 0, so a = pa
′
for some a′ ∈ A. Thus pσ∗(a
′) = 0, so σ∗(a
′) is a torsion element of
H(G). It follows that ρ∞ ◦ σ∗(a
′) = 0, whence π(a′) = 0. So a′ = pa′′
for some a′′ ∈ A, which is again sent to a torsion element of H(G) by
σ∗. Repeat the argument; eventually the process ends since A has no
infinitely p-divisible elements. Therefore a = 0 and so σ∗ is injective.
Let T be the torsion ideal of H(G). Since T ⊂ ker ρ∞, the morphism
ρ∞ factors to define ρ¯∞ : FH(G) → E∞. Let σˆ∗ be the compos-
ite A
σ∗−→ H(G) → FH(G). One verifies that ρ¯∞ ◦ σˆ∗ = π. From
the definitions, σˆ∗ ⊗ Fp is the identity on E∞. Thus FH(G)/ im σˆ∗ =
p(FH(G)/ im σˆ∗). Since FH(G)/ im σˆ∗ is degree-wise finitely gener-
ated, Nakayama’s Lemma states that FH(G)/ im σˆ∗ = 0. Therefore σˆ∗
is surjective and hence an isomorphism of algebras.
By Theorem C, G is a differential Γ-Hopf algebra. We claim that
the diagonal ψ in G induces a Γ-Hopf algebra structure on A. Indeed,
since σ is a Γ-morphism, σ∗(γ
k(a)) = [γk(σ(a))]. A Γ-morphism χ :
A → A ⊗ A is defined by (σˆ−1∗ ⊗ σˆ
−1
∗ ) ◦ FH(ψ) ◦ σˆ∗. Since ψ is a Γ-
morphism, so too is χ. Furthermore, χ inherits coassociativity and the
counit from ψ, and so χ provides A with a Γ-Hopf algebra structure.
By definition, χ commutes with σ “up to torsion”. That is, given
a ∈ A, there exist Φ,Ψ ∈ G, and r ≥ 0 such that
(σ ⊗ σ) ◦ χ(a) = ψ ◦ σ(a) + Φ(2)
and dΨ = prΦ.
We now define a pairing
A⊗ FH(UL)
〈 , 〉
−→ Z(p)(3)
that exhibits FH(UL) as the Hopf algebra dual of the Γ-Hopf alge-
bra A. By Theorem C, the proof will then be complete. Use σ to
identify (A, 0) as a differential Γ-subalgebra of G to obtain a pairing
A ⊗ ker ∂
〈 , 〉
−→ Z(p), where ∂ is the differential on UL. Let T = {x ∈
UL|prx ∈ im ∂ for some r ≥ 0}. Since the differential in A vanishes,
〈A, im ∂〉 = 0. Furthermore, Z(p) is a domain, hence 〈A, T 〉 = 0. There-
fore 〈 , 〉 factors to define (3).
Observe that (3) is non-singular. Indeed, as a chain map, σ :
(A, 0) → G splits, and σ induces an isomorphism A ∼= FH(G). It fol-
lows that G = A⊕B⊕C, where d : B → C and H(G) = A⊕ (C/dB).
Dually, UL = A♯⊕B♯⊕C♯, andH(UL) = A♯⊕(B♯/∂C♯), where B♯/∂C♯
is the torsion submodule. Therefore FH(UL) ∼= A♯ as a module, and
one can check that the duality is provided by (3).
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Since σ is an algebra morphism, 〈a⊗ a′,∆x〉 = 〈aa′, x〉 for x ∈ UL
and a, a′ ∈ A. Pass to (3) to see that the multiplication in A is dual to
the diagonal FH(∆).
Suppose that x, y ∈ UL are cycles, and a ∈ A. Using (2), we see that
〈a, xy〉 = 〈ψ(a), x⊗y〉 = 〈χ(a), x⊗y〉+ 〈Φ, x⊗y〉, where prΦ = dΨ for
some Ψ ∈ UL⊗ UL. Since prΦ is a boundary, x and y are cycles, and
Z(p) is an integral domain, it follows that Φ(x⊗ y) = 0. Pass to (3) to
conclude that χ is dual to the multiplication in FH(UL).
Proposition 3. The natural map ι : L → UL induces an injection of
Lie algebras Fι∗ : FH(L) →֒ P , with P/ imFι∗ torsion.
Proof. Let ∆¯ be the reduced diagonal on UL, and let κ : H(UL) ⊗
H(UL) → H(UL ⊗ UL) be the Ku¨nneth morphism. Recall that Fκ
is an isomorphism. Since ∆¯ ◦ ι = 0, (Fκ)−1 ◦ F ∆¯∗ ◦ Fι∗ = 0, and so
imFι∗ ⊂ P . Observe that FH(L)⊗Q = H(L⊗Q) and FH(UL)⊗Q =
H(U(L ⊗Q)) = UH(L ⊗Q). Furthermore, Fι∗ ⊗Q is the canonical
inclusion H(L ⊗ Q) → UH(L ⊗ Q). As FH(L) and FH(UL) are
torsion-free, the result now follows.
Example 4. Define a differential Lie algebra L as follows. As a chain
complex, L is the free Z(3)-module on the graded basis {x1, y2, x3, x5},
with subscript indicating degree; the only non-zero differential is dy2 =
3x1. The bracket is defined by [y2, x1] = x3, [y2, x3] = x5, and all others
vanishing. Let 〈S〉 denote the abelian Lie algebra on the graded set S.
Then FH(L) = 〈[x3], [x5]〉.
By computing the Bockstein spectral sequence for UL, one finds that
FH(UL) = U〈z3, z5〉, where z3 and z5 are represented in UL by x3 and
x1y
2
2 + y2x3, respectively. Let ι : L → UL be the canonical injection.
Clearly Fι∗[x3] = z3; however, dy
3
2 = −6x5+9(x1y
2
2+y2x3) in UL, and
so Fι∗[x5] = (3/2)z5. Therefore, P/ imFι∗ ∼= Z/3Z, with generator
represented by z5.
4. The Hurewicz homomorphism
In this section we prove Theorem D. Suppose X ∈ CWnq . As usual,
set P = P (FH∗(ΩX ;R)).
We will need the following lemma. Let Q ⊂ H∗(ΩX ;Q) be the
sub Lie algebra of primitive elements. The inclusion extends to an
isomorphism of Hopf algebras β : UQ ∼= H∗(ΩX ;Q) [14].
Lemma 5. P ⊗Q ∼= Q.
Proof. By universal coefficients, the natural Hopf algebra morphism
µ : H∗(ΩX ;R) ⊗ Q → H∗(ΩX ;Q), defined by µ([z] ⊗ x) = [z ⊗ x]
for x ∈ Q and cycles z ∈ C∗(ΩX ;R), is an isomorphism. Let r :
H∗(ΩX ;R) → FH∗(ΩX ;R) be the quotient morphism. Since r ⊗Q :
H∗(ΩX ;R) ⊗ Q → [FH∗(ΩX ;R)] ⊗ Q is an isomorphism, we get an
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isomorphism of Hopf algebras µ¯ : [FH∗(ΩX ;R)] ⊗ Q
∼=
−→ H∗(ΩX ;Q)
defined by µ¯ = µ◦(r⊗Q)−1. By Theorem A and the mapping property
of universal enveloping algebras, α⊗Q : U(P ⊗Q)
∼=
−→ [FH∗(ΩX ;R)]⊗
Q. It follows that β−1 ◦ µ¯ ◦ (α⊗Q) restricts to an isomorphism of Lie
algebras P ⊗Q
∼=
−→ Q.
Proof of Theorem D. Let ϕ : π∗(ΩX)→ H∗(ΩX) be the Hurewicz ho-
momorphism. The inclusion R ⊂ Q induces the commutative diagram
π∗(X)⊗ R
ϕ⊗R
//

H∗(ΩX ;R)

π∗(ΩX)⊗Q
ϕ⊗Q
// H∗(ΩX ;Q)
in which the right arrow is a Hopf algebra morphism, and the other ar-
rows preserve brackets. The kernels of the vertical arrows are precisely
the respective torsion submodules. Therefore the diagram
Fπ∗(X)⊗R
Fϕ⊗R
//

FH∗(ΩX ;R)

UP
∼=
α
oo

π∗(ΩX)⊗Q
ϕ⊗Q
// H∗(ΩX ;Q) U(P ⊗Q)
∼=
β
oo
commutes. The left vertical arrow, Fϕ⊗R, and ϕ⊗Q are Lie algebra
morphisms. The remaining arrows are Hopf algebra morphisms. The
vertical arrows are injections, ϕ⊗Q is an isomorphism onto P ⊗Q by
Lemma 5, and the right vertical arrow is of the form U{P → P ⊗Q}.
It follows that Fϕ⊗ R : Fπ∗(X)⊗ R → P is an injection and that
P/ imFϕ⊗ R is torsion.
Example 6. For this example, all spaces are localised at a fixed prime
p. Let α : S2p → S3 be a representative of the generator of π2p(S
3) ∼=
Z/pZ. Set K = S4 ∪Σα e
2p+2. The map Σα ◦ p : S2p+1 → S4 is null-
homotopic, and so we get a map f : S2p+2 → K making the diagram
S2p+1 //
p

∗

// S2p+2
f

S2p+1
Σα
// S4 // K
commute up to homotopy, where the rows are cofibration sequences.
From the associated long exact sequence in homology, we deduce that
in degree 2p+ 2, f∗ is multiplication by p.
By the Bott-Samelson theorem, H∗(ΩK) ∼= T (e3, e2p+1) and P =
PH∗(ΩK) = L(e3, e2p+1). Let ϕ : π∗(ΩK)→ H∗(ΩK) be the Hurewicz
map. Then ϕ(f ♯) = pe2p+1, where f
♯ : S2p+1 → ΩK is the adjoint
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of f . Since ϕ(f ♯) 6= 0 and H∗(ΩK) is torsion-free, f
♯ is not a torsion
element. It follows that pe2p+1 ∈ imFϕ.
If e2p+1 ∈ imFϕ, then e2p+1 ∈ imϕ. By Baues [5, Lemma V.3.10],
ΩK would be homotopy-equivalent to the product of odd-dimensional
spheres and loops on the same. But K is a retract of Σ2CP p, and so
H∗(ΩK;Fp) has a non-vanishing P
1. Therefore e2p+1 6∈ imFϕ, and so
P/ imFϕ ∼= Z/pZ.
5. A torsion-free Andre´-Sjo¨din theorem
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem C. Let A be an
R-free Γ-algebra. The module Hom(A,A) is an algebra under com-
position, and hence is a Lie algebra with the commutator bracket.
The submodule DerA of all Γ-derivations on A is a sub-Lie algebra of
Hom(A,A).
We will need a construction of Gulliksen and Levin [10]. Suppose A
is an R-free Γ-Hopf algebra, with diagonal ∆. Given f ∈ A♯, define
ν(f) to be the composite
A
∆
−→ A⊗ A
1⊗f
−−→ A⊗R = A.
DefineDA = IA·IA+
∑
k≥2 γ
k(IAeven). Set P˜ (A♯) = {f ∈ A♯|f(DA) =
0}. The primitives of A♯ may be identified as P (A♯) = {f ∈ A♯|f(IA ·
IA) = 0} [14].
Lemma 7. [18] With the notation and hypotheses above,
(a) ν : A♯ → Hom(A,A) is an algebra morphism;
(b) ν(f)|Adeg f = f ;
(c) ν(f) ∈ DerA if and only if f ∈ P˜ (A♯);
(d) P˜ (A♯) is a sub-Lie algebra of A♯ and ν : P˜ (A♯)→ DerA is a Lie
monomorphism.
Proposition 8. Let A be a Z(p)-free Γ-Hopf algebra over Z(p).
(a) There is a submodule X ⊂ A whose inclusion extends to an
isomorphism of Γ-algebras Γ(X)
∼=
−→ A.
(b) The inclusion P (A♯) ⊂ A♯ extends to an isomorphism of Hopf
algebras UP (A♯)
∼=
−→ A♯.
Proof. (a) Set A¯ = A ⊗ Fp. Then A¯ is a Γ-Hopf algebra over Fp. Let
σ : A¯/DA¯ → A¯ be a splitting of the quotient map. By Sjo¨din [18], σ
extends to an isomorphism of Γ-algebras Γ(A¯/DA¯)
∼=
−→ A¯. Let {x¯i} be
a basis of im σ ⊂ A¯ indexed over the positive integers. Choose a set of
representatives {xi} in A, and let X be the linear span. The inclusion
X ⊂ A extends to a Γ-morphism ϕ : Γ(X) → A. The reduction mod
p, ϕ ⊗ Fp : Γ(im σ) → A¯, is an isomorphism. In particular, ϕ ⊗ Fp is
surjective, so by Nakayama’s Lemma, A/ imϕ = 0. It follows that ϕ is
surjective. Since A and Γ(X) are Z(p)-free and finite type, and ϕ⊗ Fp
is injective, ϕ is itself injective and therefore an isomorphism.
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(b) To begin, we claim that P (A♯) = P˜ (A♯). From the definitions,
P˜ (A♯) ⊂ P (A♯). It suffices to show that if f ∈ P (A♯), then f(γk(a)) = 0
for all k ≥ 2 and a ∈ IAeven. Since ak = k!γk(a) and f(IA · IA) = 0,
0 = f(ak) = k!f(γk(a)). As Z(p) is a domain, the claim follows.
To show that the canonical algebra morphism UP (A♯)→ A♯ is sur-
jective, we use an argument of Sjo¨din. As a module, IA ∼= X ⊕ DA.
For i ≥ 1, define fi ∈ A
♯ by fi(Z(p) ⊕ DA) = 0 and fi(xj) = δij. By
definition, each fi ∈ P (A
♯). Let A be the set of finite sequences of
non-negative integers r = (ri) such that ri = 0 or 1 if deg xi is odd,
and the last term in r is non-zero. Define n(r) to be the length of r (so
rn(r) 6= 0). Order A by setting r > r
′ if n(r) > n(r′) or n(r) = n(r′) and
rn(r) > rn(r′). Set f
r = f r11 · · · f
rn
n and γ
r(x) = γrn(xn) · · · γ
r1(x1) where
n = n(r). Since ν is an algebra morphism, ν(f r) = ν(f1)
r1◦· · ·◦ν(fn)
rn
(exponents with respect to composition). As fi ∈ P (A
♯) = P˜ (A♯), ν(fi)
is a Γ-derivation; that is, ν(fi)(γ
k(xi)) = ν(fi)(xi)γ
k−1(xi). It follows
that ν(f r)(γr(x)) = 1, and ν(f r)(γr
′
(x)) = 0 if r > r′. By Lemma 7(b),
f r(γr(x)) = 1, while f r(γr
′
(x)) = 0 if r > r′ and deg f r = deg γr
′
(x). If
r > r′ and deg f r 6= deg γr
′
(x), then of course f r(γr
′
(x)) = 0 for degree
reasons. The set {γr(x)}r∈A forms an additive basis for A. The above
formulae for the f r imply that {f r}r∈A is a basis for A
♯. In particu-
lar, the set {fi} generates A
♯ as an algebra, and so UP (A♯) → A♯ is
surjective.
Let χV denote the Euler-Poincare´ series of the non-negatively graded
Fp-space V . We extend the definition to a non-negatively graded, free
Z(p)-module M : χM =
∑
n≥0(rankMn)t
n. Note that χM = χM⊗Fp .
Since UP (A♯) → A♯ is surjective, χUP (A♯) ≥ χA♯. If f ∈ P (A
♯), then
(f ⊗ Fp)(DA¯) = 0, so P (A
♯) ⊗ Fp ⊂ P˜ (A¯
♯) and the natural mor-
phism U(P (A♯)⊗ Fp) → UP˜ (A¯
♯) = A¯♯ is an injection. It follows that
χUP (A♯) ≤ χA♯, so in fact the Euler-Poincare´ series are equal. Therefore
UP (A♯)→ A♯ is an isomorphism.
Before finally proving Theorem C, we state a Lemma.
Lemma 9. Let R be a characteristic-zero principal ideal domain. Let
A and B be R-free Γ-algebras.
(1) If ϕ : A→ B is an algebra morphism, then it is a Γ-morphism.
(2) If θ : A→ B is a derivation, then it is a Γ-derivation.
In particular, if A is a Γ-algebra and a differential Hopf algebra, then
A is a differential Γ-Hopf algebra.
Proof. Straightforward.
Proof of Theorem C. Suppose A is a differential Γ-Hopf algebra. As
usual, denote by P (A♯) the sub-Lie algebra of primitive elements. The
natural Hopf algebra morphism UP (A♯) → A♯ is an isomorphism if
and only if UP (A♯)p → A
♯
p is an isomorphism for every prime ideal p
of R, and that each prime ideal p is of the form pR for some prime
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p ≥ ρ(R). Furthermore, observe that P (A♯)(p) = P (A
♯
(p). Therefore,
without loss of generality we may assume that R = Z(p) for some odd
prime p. By Proposition 8, A♯ ∼= UP (A♯) as a Hopf algebra. Since the
differential in A♯ is a Hopf derivation, it preserves P (A♯). Thus P (A♯)
forms a differential Lie algebra, establishing the ‘if’ assertion.
Conversely, suppose (A, d)♯ ∼= U(L, ∂). By Lemma 9, it suffices to
show that A♯ is a Γ-algebra. In [11], Halperin constructed a chain
isomorphism γL : UL → (Γ(L
♯), D¯)♯, where D¯ is a Γ-derivation. By
construction, γL factors as
UL
Uσ
−→ UD
θ
−→(Γ(L♯), D¯)♯
for some differential Lie morphism σ : L → D. By the proof of [11,
Proposition 4.2], θ is a coalgebra morphism. Since Uσ is also a coal-
gebra morphism, γL is an isomorphism of chain coalgebras. Dualising
provides A ∼= (UL)♯ with the required Γ-algebra structure.
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